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Note: Either you requested to receive a subscription to this e-mail, or someone else recommended you to be 

placed on this list. If you are interested in a free subscription, please e-mail Robalini@aol.com with the 

subject: I NEED TO KONFORM. (Okay, you can use something else, but it's a cool catch phrase.) Please e-mail 

me back with subject: CANCEL KONFORMIST if you're not interested in receiving this. Thanks, Robert Sterling.I 

am back from a week break in San Jose, and I am ready for more abuse.The following comes from Alex 

Constantine, an investigative reporter that Ithink is on the elite level of Robert Parry, Jon Rappaport, and Ian 

Goddard(all in their unique way) for continually coming up with the best stuff. Hismost recent book is "Psychic 

Dictatorship in the USA", from Feral House. Hehas another book coming out soon from Feral House 

(Feralhouse@aol.com fordetails - Adam Parfrey, the owner of FH, is one hell of a guy.) Also, theexcellent 

Conspiracy Nation newsletter, run by Brian Redman, has touched thesame subject of MK at OK recently. I 

highly recommend all to read it, evenif Mr. Redman, the hardest working man on the internet, sometimes 

bombardsyour mailbox with tons of utterly fascinating stuff. Write tobigred@shout.net for info.Subj: OK 

Bombing & Mind ControlDate: 97-01-07 00:50:08 ESTFrom: alex@mach1.directnet.com (Alex 

Constantine)>Mind Control & Timothy McVeigh's Risefrom "Robotic" Soldier to Mad Bomber>By Alex 

Constantine>> The more we do to you, the less you seem> to believe we are doing it.> - Joseph Mengele>> 

The popular conception was spun by the press corps like a clay>urn: McVeigh, the volatile minute man, was so 

bitter after failing to make>the Army's "elite" Special Forces, so stuffed full of the froth of the>Turner Diaries, 

that he vented his rage on the Alfred Murrah Federal>Building in Oklahoma City.> But Captain Terry Guild, 

McVeigh's' former platoon leader, told>reporters that the failure to become a Green Beret left the Iraq 

War>veteran "upset. Not angry. Just very, very disappointed." In the Army, he>demonstrated a willingness to 

carry out orders, any orders. He trained on>his own time while other soldiers languished in their bunks or 

caroused at>the PX. As a civilian, Timothy McVeigh continued to dwell on the>military. In 1992 he took a job 

with Burns International Security Services>in Buffalo and was assigned to the security detail at Calspan, a 

Pentagon>contractor that conducts classified research in advanced aerospace>rocketry and electronic 

warfare. Al Salandra, a spokesman for Calspan, told>reporters that McVeigh was "a model employee."> "He 

was real different," Todd Regier, a plumber, told the Boston>Globe.. "Kind of cold. He was almost like a 

robot."> Within a few months, his manager planned on promoting McVeigh to>the supervisory level. But 

McVeigh's bitterness, once directed at the>military, "was becoming directed at a much larger, more 

ubiquitous enemy.">It was in Buffalo, as a civilian, that McVeigh 's rage peaked. He>complained that federal 
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